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The concept/play in development: St. Peon of The People, sees Jamillah Ross 
as Officer Rita McDougall-Sanchez, a grumpy force of loveable, sardonic 
content packed into a Parking Enforcement Officer. She shares stories from her 
issuing tickets in the growing, stressing metropolis that is Toronto.  
 
Rita shares with us a chilled out 52 minutes of tales of urban torture with comic 
tones, whilst leading the crowd through a maze that starts at The Factory Theatre 
Courtyard up Bathurst to Queen Street West into alleyways and back, (all where 
she issues tickets).  
 
Rita's adventures address overt and covert anguish regarding particular denizens 
and their parked precious cars, with undeniable stabs of racism, classism, 
sexism, anarchy, and then, of course, surprising acts of kindness. Based on 
trends and observations, the average white privileged Torontonian, claims that 
classism/racism is not as rampant or as present in the United States, and this 
work will question that absolution. Toronto is a covert polite flavour of racism 
where our Rita will orate some street-wise parables primarily told in English, and 
peppered with Jamaican Patois, Arabic, Greek and Yiddish.  This comic political 
portrait, is also an interactive engagement with Rita as a homage to all the 
P.E.O.s that live in a world of abuse that we need to understand better while also 
celebrating their patience, wisdom and all that we may not be aware of. These 
days, Toronto PEOs are fighting for cyclists’ rights and of late have become more 
a part of the positive conversation about this, especially on platforms like Twitter.  
 
There is an abundance of introspective poetry of life in this growing city that we 
propose will make people think, cry and laugh as Denizens of this strangely 
egotistical and insecure town known as Toronto. An absurd love letter to the city 
we love to hate and hate that we love. This one-woman show has many 
characters, surprises and machines in her way, hence making this perceivable a 
grow-able show, not unlike Kim’s Convenience, but with a foot more grit as the 
lead is a Canadian Jamaican Goddess who knows the ins and out, goodness 
and darkness of the average Torontonian. This promises to be a blast and a 
celebration, with many chuckles about the absurd truth when you walk and work 
this city 320 days of the year. This walk n talk outdoor performativity promises to 
excite audiences with fun, and falling in love with a tall, striking and not-so-run-of-
the-mill-super-heroine-local civic goddess,  
 
Thanks for you time 
Theatre-A-Go-Go 
(Caroline Azar and Jamillah Ross) 
 


